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PORT PLANNING, DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION

Introduction
From a port authority’s standpoint, ‘port pricing’ is an exercise in 
determining how to structure leases and how to establish the rent 
to charge for the use of a port’s largest asset – property. Although 
operating concessions are also a form of rent for land and 
infrastructure usage, these types of leases are not the main focus of 
this article – it is the balance of a port’s property portfolio. 

This article explores, on a cursory basis, the issues, motivations, 
objectives, challenges and ramifications of two main revenue 
streams for ports, namely rent on land and facilities and rent 
charged on cargo throughput. 

Unlike asset based rent (which typically is somewhat informally 
developed by ports and often used as incentives) throughput or 
toll charges on cargo transported to and from leased facilities and 
the port are more easily understood by port authorities. 

A port’s true business
The business model for port authorities has dramatically changed 
over the last few decades, evolving from port operators charging 
for services rendered to now asset managers leasing out port 
assets. This evolution is far from over and will more than likely 
take port authorities into ever expanding roles as transport leaders 
and logistics nexuses. One thing is certain though, the role of asset 
manager will remain a cornerstone of a port authority’s business 
model for a long time to come.

When ports privatized their operations and adopted the ‘landlord’ 
model, their revenue stream primarily came from charging rent for 
their fixed assets, specialized real estate facilities, infrastructure and 
land; all of which is charged directly in the form of rent or indirectly 
as in the case of wharfage, dockage and throughput charges. 

Throughput versus port property based rent
Throughput charges are also known as ‘shared revenue’ leases or 
minimum annual guaranteed rents (MAGR). MAGR is meant to 
mitigate a port’s risks by generating an additional revenue stream 
to recapture infrastructure investment and other related costs, 
while the more traditional property based rent covers the financial 
return obligations of the fixed assets. MAGRs are also meant to 
balance a tenant’s or operator’s fixed overheads with a variable 
rent element and incentivize them to maximize the use of the 
leased asset in order to better pro-rate the lease costs. 

Ports are capital intensive entities requiring long-term leases 
to parallel the typically long-term financing they use, along with 
the extended amortization periods required of infrastructure and 
specialized real estate facilities. Only in this fashion can ports 
obtain a reasonable return of and on capital values. 

Leases for port properties should also be structured so that 
they are ‘financeable’ to facilitate releasing tied up equity in 
property. To accomplish this, leases should have a certain degree of 
standardization and the ability to generate a reasonably predictable 
cash flow. In many respects, the aforementioned could easily have 

described the lease structuring needs of major, regional shopping 
centers, as their similarities with ports are both numerous and 
interesting.

Regional shopping centers also are capital intensive operations, 
requir ing long amortization per iods and are essentially 
distribution centers like ports. It is therefore no coincidence that 
certain similarities exist in the way rent is charged at both. For 
example, shopping centers have ‘anchor’ tenants while ports have 
terminal operators; shopping centers have a ‘base’ rent equivalent 
to ports, charging rent for land and facilities; and shopping centers 
have ‘percentage’ rents, which are the equivalent of MAGRs. 

Also, like regional shopping centers, there is a question as to 
whether percentage rents or MAGR at ports benefit the landlord, 
tenant or both. Some believe that MAGR only benefits the port 
while others argue that, if properly structured, they can ‘motivate’ 
ports to not act short-sighted or opportunistic. How so? By 
motivating them to strive to establish the optimal tenant mix, 
rather than taking on just any tenant regardless of vacancies. In 
this fashion the greatest amount of externalities between tenants 
will result, along with tenants making the maximum use of their 
leased facilities to better amortize their rent costs. If this optimal 
tenant mix is accomplished, the port should also generate the 
maximum possible rent from its property assets and enhance the 
overall economic value of the port in the process.

Which raises the question, should MAGRs be the ‘carrots’ and 
the asset based rent the ‘stick’?

Issues
Stated another way if the MAGR is too high, tenants will seek 
alternative facilities if available; if the MAGR is too low then 
the port will in effect be subsidizing the tenant’s operations. 
Therefore, a key strategy for ports should be to carefully balance 
MAGR with property based rent, as this will result in the right 
balance of fixed and variable costs for tenants and achieve the 
various aforementioned objectives.

Another issue regarding MAGR, especially in the US, is how 
ratings agencies view them. One of the main sources of financing 
the expansion and modernization of ports in the US is through 
bond financing. Rating agencies look very favourably on ports 
with relatively high levels of MAGR. Typical statements found in 
port reviews might be: ‘Financial operations at the port are stable 
and are supported by long-term leases’ and ‘strong minimum 
annual guarantees (MAGs)’ or ‘it is important to note that all of 
the port’s tenants are currently operating above MAG levels.’

Clearly these agencies see MAGR as a revenue floor mitigating 
cargo throughput and revenue swings caused by economic shifts. 
From this perspective, many agencies use MAGR to debt service 
and to capital plan ratios to indicate how the port’s MAGR level 
bolsters their financial position and an argument can well be 
made for this. However, this might also be influencing ports to 
raise MAGR to inordinately high levels, resulting in port tenants 
(especially at bulk and commodity ports) not achieving the 
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requisite MAGR cargo thresholds during their lease terms and 
possibly resulting in some unintended consequences. 

This type of situation might create the perception on behalf 
of tenants that there is little difference between MAGRs and 
property based rent, resulting in two potentially detrimental 
situations for ports. 

Firstly, tenants might wrongly perceive that MAGRs are just 
another form of rent for the facilities they lease, leading them to 
mentally bundle MAGR and property based rent. If this occurs 
then port located facilities will certainly seem expensive when 
compared with industrial land and facilities near ports. This 
line of thought can and has undermined many a port’s ability 
to charge proper MAGR and properly recapture its extensive 
investment in infrastructure, security and other elements, which is 
what differentiates port facilities from industrial estates and parks 
besides the sea – land interface (and presumably is the reason 
tenants pay a premium to be located there). 

Secondly, in instances when MAGR levels (or throughput 
commitments) are too low, this can result in the failure of major 
port infrastructure projects or in them not being built. A case 
in point was the US $150 million LAXT super coal terminal at 
the Port of Los Angeles, which was built to service the Japanese 
coal market and was commissioned in 1997. It was the only West 
Coast coal terminal capable of handling a 275,000 deadweight 
tonnage vessel. The Japanese refused to commit to a high enough 
throughput tonnage to make it financially viable and it eventually 
was shut down in 2003. 

Notwithstanding the fact that China and India were not major 
buyers of coal then, the shutting down of LAXT shows the 
negative impact of not having proper levels of either MAGR or 
minimum throughput commitment. This especially comes across 
when taking into account that, in just nine years from LAXT 
being shut down, China and India have become major coal 
importers, there are now major concerns surrounding nuclear 
facilities in Japan and coal exports to Asia from North America 
are exponentially expanding. One example of this is Cloud Peak 
Energy’s Wyoming Powder River Basin coal (high British thermal 
unit/low sulphur ‘clean’ coal) exports to Asia increasing to three 
million metric tonnes in 2010, from one million in 2008.

Challenges
‘Rent’ is a charge levied for the use of a resource or asset provided 
by the port authority in a manner and amount which will recoup 
costs (for example, for capital, operations, repairs and maintenance 
and management) and produce adequate returns of and on 
capital invested (preferably valued at market, but sometimes at 
replacement costs). The goal then should be to properly structure 
rents to result in the efficient use of the asset or resource and 
attain the port authority’s financial and socio-political goals and 
objectives as well. This brings up the issue as to how rents should 
be established at ports for land and facilities. 

Typically rents at ports are based on a ‘historical’ land value 
basis, having little to do with current ‘market’ values or are equally 
misguided by being based on so called ‘comparables’ for seemingly 
related industrial properties not located within a port’s perimeter.

From an economic concept standpoint, the value of an asset is 
the opportunity cost of not using that asset or alternatively the 
capitalized value or the present value of the future stream of net 
benefits. By its very nature then, asset valuation is forward looking.

Therefore, the focus on a port’s asset valuation should be 
on current market values rather than historic ones. These asset 
valuations should be undertaken at appropriate frequencies for the 
asset class in question to ensure values are current and rents based 
on these values will produce real economic rates of return. Only 
in this fashion will lease rates equal or exceed the opportunity 
cost of capital and ensure that appropriate investment levels are 

maintained at the port (based on a competitive market basis rather 
than a government subsidy).

Furthermore determining asset values should be done by using 
appropriate comparable sale benchmarks of true ‘like kind’ assets 
(which probably are not located anywhere near the port) and 
appropriate financial assumptions in the income approach. For 
this, the valuer or appraiser needs to have an innate understanding 
of the unique business dynamics found at ports, which is rare to 
find in the industry.

By not having proper market rents and lease structures for land 
and facilities, ports can significantly diminish the economic value 
of these important assets, lose revenue (not to mention control) 
and potentially subsidize a tenant’s operations.

The balance
Just because ports operate under a ‘landlord’ model does not 
necessarily mean that there is or can be a common set of goals 
and objectives for most ports or a suggested balance between asset 
and throughput based rents. 

The degree of emphasis each port places on ‘economic 
development’ (a catchall phrase for subsidized government 
engineering for job growth), asset management goals and 
objectives (for example, revenue, profit, returns from fixed 
and capital assets) and generating the highest possible cargo 
throughput and corresponding revenues, varies greatly from 
one ‘like kind’ port to the other. Therefore, until there is an 
alignment of port authority operating structures (maybe when 
‘corporatization’ of port authorities becomes more prevalent?) the 
‘perfect’ balance between asset and throughput based rents will 
vary greatly and need to be tailored to each facility.

Conclusions
The balance between asset and throughput based rent is a 
subject requiring more careful scrutiny by ports today, as the 
marketplace is increasingly demanding a higher degree of 
financial sophistication from ports and ports need to release the 
substantial amounts of tied up equity in their real estate and 
property. This makes it imperative that a port authority not short 
change itself by asking too low a base rent on land and facilities 
or by making itself less competitive through inordinately 
elevated MAGR.

In the end, the objective of shared rent leases or MAGR from 
a port’s perspective is to strike a balance so that tenants will use 
their leased facilities at ports to the maximum possible potential, 
ports will not subsidize a tenant’s operations and port assets  
will reach appropriate target rates of returns over specified 
periods of time.
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